In this paper, we present an expressive 3D animation environment that enables users to rapidly and visually prototype animated worlds with a fully 3D user-interface. A 3D device allows the specification of complex 3D motion, while virtual tools are visible mediators that live in the same 3D space as application objects and supply the interaction metaphors to control them. In our environment, there is no intrinsic difference between userinterface and application objects. Multi-way constraints provide the necessary tight coupling among components that makes it possible to seamlessly compose animated and interactive behaviors. By recording the effects of manipulations, all the expressive power of the 3D user interface is exploited to define animations. Effective editing of recorded manipulations is made possible by compacting all continuous parameter evolutions with an incremental data-reduction algorithm, designed to preserve both geometry and timing. The automatic generation of editable representations of interactive performances overcomes one of the major limitations of current performance animation systems. Novel interactive solutions to animation problems are made possible by the tight integration of all system components. In particular, animations can be synchronized by using constrained manipulation during playback. The accompanying video-tape illustrates our approach with interactive sequences showing the visual construction of 3D animated worlds. All the demonstrations in the video were recorded live and were not edited.
INTRODUCTION
Modern 3D graphics systems allow a rapidly growing user community to create and animate increasingly sophisticated worlds. Despite their inherent three-dimensionality, these systems are still largely controlled by 2D WIMP user-interfaces. The lack of correlation between manipulation and effect and the high cognitive distance from users to edited models are the major drawbacks of this solution [13] . The inadequacy of user-interfaces based on 2D input devices and mindsets becomes particularly evident in the realm of interactive 3D animation. In this case, the low-bandwidth communication between user-interface and application and the restrictions in interactive 3D motion specification capabilities make it extremely difficult to define animations with straight-ahead actions. This inability to interactively specify the animation timing is a major obstacle in all cases where the spontaneity of the animated object's behavior is important [21; 35; 4] .
In this paper, we present an expressive 3D animation environment that enables users to rapidly and visually prototype animated worlds with a fully 3D user-interface. A 3D device allows the specification of complex 3D motion, while virtual tools supply the interaction metaphors to control application objects. In our environment, there is no intrinsic difference between userinterface and application objects. Multi-way constraints provide the necessary tight coupling among components that makes it possible to compose animated and interactive behaviors. By recording the effects of manipulations, all the expressive power of the 3D user interface is exploited to define animations. Effective editing of recorded manipulations is made possible by compacting all continuous parameter evolutions with our data-reduction algorithm, designed to preserve both geometry and timing. Novel interactive solutions to animation problems are made possible by the tight integration of all system components. In particular, animations can be synchronized using constrained manipulation during playback.
In the following sections, we present an overview of the system, we make comparisons with related work, and we conclude with a view of future directions. The accompanying video-tape illustrates our approach with interactive sequences showing the visual construction of 3D animated worlds. All demonstrations in the video were recorded live and were not edited.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Dynamic Model
Our animation environment is built on top of VB2 [17; 18] , a graphics architecture based on objects and constraints. During interaction, the user is the source of a flow of information propagating from input device sensors to manipulated models.
Permission to make digital/hard copy of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, the copyright notice, the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of ACM, Inc. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers, or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. ©1995 ACM-0-89791-701-4/95/008…$3.50 VB2 applications are represented by a network of interrelated objects, and the maintenance of relationships is delegated to a constraint-based change propagation mechanism. Different primitive elements represent the various aspects of the system's state and behavior: active variables store the system's state, domain-independent hierarchical constraints [9] maintain multiway relations between active variables, daemons provide support for discrete simulation tasks, and indirect expressions allow constraints and daemons to dynamically locate their variables. Constraints are maintained using an efficient local propagation algorithm based on Skyblue [27; 17; 18] . The solver is domainindependent and can maintain a hierarchy of multi-way, multioutput dataflow constraints. The fact that constraint solving consists in performing method selection on the basis of constraint priorities and graph structure, without considering the variables' values, allows an effective application of a lazy evaluation strategy [17; 18] . The main drawback of such a local propagation algorithm is the limitation to acyclic constraint graphs. However, as noted by Sannella et al. [28] , cyclic constraint networks are seldom encountered in the construction of user interfaces, and limiting the constraint solver to graphs without cycles gives enough efficiency and flexibility to create highly responsive complex interactive systems. In VB2 , the objects' internal constraint networks are designed so as to reduce the possibility of creating cyclic constraint graphs. Runtime introduction of a constraint that would create a cyclic graph causes an exception that can be handled to remove the offending constraint 1 . The state manager behavior and the constraint solving techniques are detailed in [17; 18] .
Interaction
The system's desktop configuration uses keyboard commands to trigger mode changes and animation playback, a Spaceball for continuous specification of spatial transformations, and a mouse for picking. Both hands are thus used simultaneously to input information. LCD shutter glasses provide binocular perception of the synthetic world. Since our main research goal is to explore the potentialities of 3D interaction, we do not provide a twodimensional graphical user interface. A 3D cursor, controlled by the Spaceball , is used to select and manipulate objects of the synthetic world.
Direct manipulation and virtual tools are the two techniques used to input information. Both techniques involve using mediator objects that transform the cursor's movements into modifications of manipulated objects. Virtual tools are visible first class objects that live in the same 3D space as application objects and offer the interaction metaphor to control them. Their visual appearance is determined by a modeling hierarchy, while their behavior is controlled by an internal constraint network [18] .
As in the real world, users configure their workspaces by selecting tools, positioning and orienting them in space, and binding them to application objects. At the moment of binding, the tool decides whether to accept the connection by checking if the application object contains all the needed information and by verifying that the constraint graph obtained by connecting the tool to the model can be handled by the underlying solver (i.e. it is acyclic). The binding mechanism is defined in a declarative way by using indirect constraints [18] .
1 VB2's current constraint solver [17; 28] is unable to find acyclic solutions of potentially cyclic constraint graphs. An algorithm that removes this limitation is presented in [36] . When bound, the tool changes its visual appearance to a shape that provides information about its behavior and offers semantic feedback. During manipulation, the tool's and the application object's constraint networks remain continuously connected, so as to ensure information propagation. Multiple tools can be active simultaneously in the same 3D environment in order to control all its aspects. The environment's consistency is continuously ensured by the underlying constraint solver. The bi-directionality of the relationships between user-interface and application objects makes it possible to use virtual tools to interact with a dynamic environment, opening the door to the integration of animation and interaction techniques.
Animation
By recording the effects of manipulations, animations can be sketched. In order to be able to edit the captured performance, a compact representation of continuous parameter evolution must be obtained. This representation must not only precisely approximate the shape of the initial parameter curves but also their timing. The data reduction algorithm must therefore treat the geometry and time components simultaneously in order to avoid the introduction of errors that would be difficult to control. We have developed an algorithm that incrementally builds, from the input sequence, a parametric B-spline preserving value and time of each input sample within a given tolerance. It is an incremental version of the Lyche and Mørken algorithm [22] that works in parallel with the interactive specification by considering only a small portion of the input curve at any time. Latency time and memory requirements for handling each portion of the curve are constant. Data reduction may therefore be performed concurrently with interactive parameter input, and the responsiveness of the application can be ensured when handling animations defined by any number of samples. The algorithm is presented in detail in [2; 4] . This performance-based approach complements key-framing by providing the ability to create animations with straight-ahead actions. It provides complete control over the animation shape and timing, while key-framing offers control only at a limited number of points.
The mediation of virtual tools makes it possible to sketch the evolution of non-geometric attributes, while constrained or free motion can be specified with 3D devices. Since these devices offer continuous control of spatial transformations, subtle synchronizations between position and orientation components can be directly specified. In our environment, straight-ahead animations are defined by expressing the desire to record parameter evolution during interaction. This is done simply by pressing a different mouse button when starting an interaction task. A controller object is connected to each animatable model and is responsible for monitoring model state changes. While recording, all changes are handled by the controller to feed the animation tracks. Continuous tracks apply the data reduction algorithm to the incoming information, while discrete tracks simply store a change value event. During playback, information propagates from the animation tracks through the controllers and down to the models. All connections are realized by bi-directional constraints. Since playback constraints are weaker than interaction constraints, the user can take control over animated models during playback. Animations involving synchronizations with the environment's evolution can thus be specified by interacting during playback [5] . 
RELATED WORK
Constraint-based Architectures
Constraint-based architectures have long been used for 2D graphics systems (see [28] for a survey). In the 3D graphics world, one-way constraints are commonly employed to maintain dependencies between components [20; 34; 37; 38] . This type of constraint cannot easily model mutual relations between objects, thus hindering the tight coupling between user-interface and application objects [28] . Our system uses instead multi-way local propagation constraints, which offer support for two-way communication between objects while remaining efficient enough to ensure the responsiveness of the system [17; 18; 27] . TBAG [14] also uses multi-way constraints maintained by Skyblue [27] , but its functional approach concentrates more on modeling timevarying behaviors than on creating interactive systems. Much effort has been spent in developing powerful numerical solvers for computer graphics (e.g. [7; 15; 16] ). This work is complementary to ours, which focuses more on providing ways to interact with constrained environments. Such advanced solvers could replace local propagation in our system for the maintenance of numerical relationships.
Three-dimensional User Interfaces
Much recent research has focused on obtaining rich interaction with 3D environments by means of advanced devices and 3D interaction metaphors [8; 10; 11; 13; 16; 19; 26; 30; 32] . 3D widgets or manipulators, similar to our virtual tools, are presented in [13; 32] . These works focused on providing support for 3D widget construction, while we concentrate more on the integration of multiple tools in a single dynamic environment. We are not aware of any attempts to apply the results of 3D interaction research to enhance animation capabilities.
Performance Animation
A number of authors have proposed using live performances to drive computer animations (e.g. [1; 23; 33; 35] ). We strive to bring the expressiveness of these approaches to general purpose animation systems running on graphics workstations. Instead of relying on advanced motion capture devices, we exploit our fully 3D user-interface to control the animated environment at a higher level of abstraction. The guiding approach proposed in [23] also seeks to provide better control of synthetic objects by raising the abstraction level of user interaction. That work concentrates on modeling complex behaviors in a discrete simulation framework, while we focus on providing intuitive user interfaces. A major limitation of current performance animation systems is the inability to build editable representations out of captured performances [35] .
Data Reduction
Data reduction or curve fitting techniques have been successfully applied for the interactive specification of 2D or 3D curves or surfaces (e.g. [12; 24; 25; 29] ). These techniques cannot be easily adapted to sketching animations of multi-dimensional parameters because they all exhibit one or more of the following problems: (i) restriction to 2D or 3D geometric constructions, (ii) lack of control on parameterization errors, and (iii) need to consider the entire input curve before reduction. An early attempt to use datareduction for animation is described in [29] . In that system, path geometry and path timing specifications were decoupled, loosing thus the advantages of performance approaches. Banks and Cohen [6] proposed for their drafting tool an incremental version of the Lyche and Mørken algorithm [22] that does not have the aforementioned drawbacks and could be used in a performance animation context. Their method shares with ours the idea of processing successive portions of the input curve which are then spliced together, but is unable to ensure constant latency times and memory needs [4] .
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this video-paper, we have presented an integrated environment for the rapid and visual prototyping of 3D animated worlds. Using our fully 3D user-interface, non-professional users can swiftly create complex animations with pose-to-pose and straight-ahead techniques. Thanks to automatic data-reduction, animations created by interactive performances can then be effectively edited.
In our future work, we intend to develop new virtual tools and visualizations that will improve our 3D user interface for discrete and continuous track manipulation. To allow the system to adhere to timing requirements, we are developing time-critical techniques for controlling rendering complexity and constraint evaluation.
